Newer PFAS Have Many of the Same Problems as Old

There is general agreement, even from the chemical industry, that older PFAS chemicals, typified by PFOA and PFOS, are dangerous to health and the environment. However, some of the same companies that promoted these older chemicals claim newer PFAS do not warrant concern. This claim does not hold up to scrutiny.

The industry refers to the older compounds as “long-chain,” a reference to the number of carbon atoms forming their backbone. Following increased scientific and regulatory attention to the hazards posed by them, the industry shifted to “short-chain” compounds with fewer carbon atoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Older “Long-Chain” PFAS</th>
<th>Newer “Short-Chain” PFAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Persistent</strong> – the carbon-fluorine bond which helps define the chemistry is extremely strong; natural and biological systems can’t break it down.</td>
<td><strong>Persistent</strong> – the same carbon-fluorine bond is a central feature, and the new chemicals are similarly persistent.¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The newer formulations don’t change one of the most concerning facts of PFAS chemistry: these chemicals are so difficult to breakdown or destroy, they become a nearly permanent part of the environment once released.*

| **Builds up in tissue** - biological systems, including humans, have a hard time excreting or removing these chemicals. They have a very long half-life in the human body. | **Builds up in tissue** - the shorter chains are excreted more rapidly, but still have a relatively long half-life.² FDA’s scientists recently identified longer human biopersistence of some short chains.³ |

*There remain strong concerns for bioaccumulation and build-up in tissue, especially as research continues to find short-chain PFAS chemicals appearing in different tissues, including in the brains of animals.*⁴

| **Mobile in the Environment** - The movement of some long-chain PFAS through soil as well as by air and water transport is well established.⁵ This results in ground water contamination, and PFAS has been found in remote corners of the globe.⁶ | **More Mobile in the Environment** - The lighter molecules of the newer PFAS are, in many cases, more mobile when introduced to the environment.⁷ Many are also more difficult to filter out of water.⁸ |

*The newer PFAS have the potential to disperse more rapidly in the environment, and many are more difficult to remove from drinking water using widely available treatments such as activated charcoal that are effective on the older PFAS.*
**Older “Long-Chain” PFAS** | **Newer “Short-Chain” PFAS**
--- | ---
**Approved by the FDA** - The FDA approved many long-chain PFAS as food contact materials. As safety concerns intensified, the FDA agreed to let industry use up their supply and promise to stop making them. They have never formally withdrew approval. | **Approved by the FDA** - The same minimal process to approve the long-chains that didn’t flag significant health concerns resulted in FDA approval of short-chains.  

*FDA’s approval process for food contact materials relies heavily on review of industry submitted data and does not require collection of data necessary to identify subtle health outcomes, particularly for endocrine disruption or reproductive effects. The PFAS industry has been caught withholding data from the agency.*

**Health Impacts Well Studied** – Independent researchers have documented health impacts, including increased cholesterol, kidney and testicular cancers, and potential learning and behavioral impacts in children.  

*Decades of research has shown the health and environmental impacts of the older PFAS. Newer ones have not yet been subject to this scrutiny, but researchers are highlighting similarities. Over 200 scientists signed onto a statement calling for restrictions on the production and use of PFAS.*

**Health Impacts Emerging** – Years of study will be needed to catch up to the level of detail of the older PFAS. Animal and *in vitro* studies of several short-chain show similar hazards as the long-chain counterparts.
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